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Integrating aesthetics within professional development for teachers of English learners

Audrey Figueroa Murphy

Cultural diversity has always been one of our nation’s greatest strengths. While the school population across the nation continues to diversify by admitting an increasing number of English learners or ELs (National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition, 2011) the high stakes testing movement maintains its relentless focus on achievement scores and high performance in academic areas. The mandates of No Child Left Behind (2002) dictate that all schools must show performance increases in areas such as English language arts and mathematics or suffer dire consequences. Due to this testing, there is a strong emphasis on math, science, and reading, with little time remaining in the school day to teach the arts. As a result, the value of art and aesthetic education within the curriculum has been given less weight and is seen as an adjunct to other subjects (Richmond, 1997). This leads us to consider some disturbing issues. Are our students being short changed and missing out on an opportunity to enrich their creative side, particularly those students who might excel in the arts? Are we hurting our youngsters, especially our English learners, by denying them an opportunity to explore other areas in the curriculum which might motivate them to learn English? Is it possible to include an arts or aesthetic component within the structure of the academic curricular areas? The following article addresses these questions in the form of an action research study focusing upon the integration of aesthetic education into the training protocol for teachers of English learners.

Aesthetic Education: What it is

Aesthetic education is the specific formation of new connections, patterns and perceptions created through the appreciation and reflection of a meaningful experience with the arts (Greene, 2001). Many may not realize that the arts are considered a core academic subject (see Title IX, Part A, Section 9101 (1)(D)(11) under the No Child Left Behind Act, 2002). In fact, numerous curriculum areas can incorporate arts and aesthetic education into the day to day classroom activities in effective ways that are aligned to the goals and philosophy of the school. Aesthetic education encompasses
the entire field of art in which lines, colors, forms, and their structures, motions and interrelations are used to create visually, auditorily and/or kinesthetically perceptible works. These include painting, drawing, sculpture, printmaking, pottery, architecture, industrial design, photography, cinematography, textile arts, basketry, typographical arts, multimedia arts, vocal and instrumental music, dance and indigenous forms of visual artistic expression (Spina, 2006, p. 99).

Recently, New York State has adopted the Common Core Standards (see http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/common_core_standards/), a set of internationally benchmarked principles that are aligned to future work and post-secondary education expectations. David Coleman, the architect and co-author of these standards, sees the relevance of art in daily instruction. He believes students should engage in deep studies of works of art, understand art that transcends time, and develop arts literacy, which includes creation of their own art.

The arts reward sustained inquiry and provide a perfect opportunity for students to practice the discipline of close observation whether looking at a painting or lithograph, watching a drama or a dance, or attending to a piece of music. New York State is therefore requesting a sequence of materials that cultivates students’ observation abilities in the context of the sustained examination of magnificent works of art that are worthy of prolonged focus. Classroom work would be spent on in depth study; several days or longer might be spent on a specific work. What is requested are a set of arts modules that bring to bear observing, listening to and appreciating expansive works of art across disciplines and grades (Coleman, 2011, p.1).

The Common Core State Standards for English language arts (ELA) specify the rigorous grade-level expectations in the strands of speaking, listening, reading, and writing in order to prepare all students, including English learners, to be college and career ready (New York State Education Department, 2011). English language learners are the fastest growing segment of our school population (Goldenberg, 2008) and as such, they present a particular challenge. How can teachers prepare their English learners to be college and career ready, while learning English within the curricular content?

In order to keep EL students engaged, their work needs to remain motivating and challenging, while supported through the content by assists other than language prompts. Academic language, or the language of the school, is the key to unifying reading, content area activities, and assessment of daily school instruction (Zwiers, 2008). Context clues can be used to support students in the comprehension of unfamiliar words, expressions or concepts so that they are not forced to depend on language alone to make meaning (Cummins, 1981; Eubanks, 2002; Spina, 2006; Zwiers, 2004). As McGuire (1984) states,
an approach using the arts may allow students to form new associations and meanings based upon the creation of innovative experiences. The arts lend themselves to creativity and imagination that promote discussion and further conversations. These practices can become the foundation upon which to build an expanding language base.

**The role of arts and aesthetics**

An education encompassing the arts may be key to developing the cognitive, linguistic and cultural abilities of ELs (Gardner, 1988), because the study of works of art requires students to engage in levels of scaffolding while actively involving them in the arts experience. While internalizing input (such as sound or mood), which may not be visual, students appear able to engage mental abilities that encourage higher order thought processes (Saxe, 1990). Practices such as writing based on the arts (Grauer, 2005) have substantiated their effectiveness in providing context, background information and visual thinking which go beyond the spoken language.

Andrzejczak, Tranin and Poldberg (2005), in a recent study, suggested that visual arts instruction can build cognitive connections to language and enhance student ability to capture ideas.

Visual arts is more, however, than the creative process. An important element of a visual arts program is the development of skill and aesthetic perception. During this process of looking and replicating the world around, students discover that they see the world in new ways. Often they see colors or shadows they had never noticed before. This heightened perception is an important step in the visual art making process (p.14).

This project capitalized on art creation in the pre-writing process, permitting students additional time for the elaboration of ideas, the construction of descriptive passages, and the development of relevant vocabulary. Students began by observing their world, then created the art, and finally responded to the finished project. Creating the art work before the writing developed a deeper perception of sensitive awareness. The typical sequence in language arts instruction is writing first, followed by an art project based upon the writing. By reversing the order, students were able to engage with their thoughts, feelings and images through art with paint or crayon first, before putting pen or pencil to write on paper, resulting
in a richer play of sensory details. Making art first is especially advantageous for ELs as it allows them to create without being hampered by words they do not know yet know how to use or spell.

Different forms of art can assist ELs in making comprehension more meaningful (Eubanks, 2002). Platt (1977) found that children’s drawings can provide a natural way to introduce writing and reading. The use of visual media may assist students in the translation of visual ideas, thereby giving these ideas concrete properties (Anheim, 1990). Johnson (2002) recommends arts based learning as a springboard to promote cultural awareness, understanding, and sensitivity. Sleicher and Reed (2004) suggest that the arts may assist students who have different learning styles in using their bodies to explore language elements. For example, a student who learns kinesthetically will be more likely to retain a word’s significance by using drama to portray the word. Drawing the meaning of a word can make it stick in the mind of a child who is a visual learner. Replacing or adding words to a poem might be a novel way for a student, who is a logical or mathematically oriented thinker, to learn how to use new words. In these scenarios, the students are not memorizing new words, but are actively engaged with the language and using it to produce their own work.

Walters (2006) conducted a study to examine whether arts education had a significant impact on the academic achievement of ELs and economically disadvantaged students. The study was divided into three levels of treatment: in one group, students received no art instruction, a second group received art instruction taught by a specialist, and a third group attended classes in which art was integrated into the core curriculum. The findings revealed that ELs who received art within an integrated curriculum achieved higher performance scores than those not receiving art instruction, or students attending classes taught by art specialists.

That same year, a significant study was conducted by Spina (2006) with the purpose of studying curricula based on authentic arts to assist ELs in acquiring English without losing proficiency in their first language. The participants in the project were two groups of fifth grade students; half of which were taught using an arts based curriculum, and the others taught with traditional English as a Second Language methods. Students were assessed using pre and post test measures in order to track their reading
skills in Spanish and English. Findings suggest that the use of an arts based curriculum may be pivotal in developing the cognitive, linguistic and cultural abilities of ELs.

A recent study conducted by Project Zero at the Harvard Graduate School of Education (Seidel, Tishman, Winner & Palmer, 2009) focused on interviews with arts practitioners, and visited exemplary programs in the arts to determine what constituted quality in arts education. An important finding emerging from this research highlighted the students’ own experience with the arts as indicators of success, rather than the quality of the artworks produced. This study points to the need for professional development opportunities for educators to develop strategies of observing students learning with the arts, often difficult to see, and to reflect on their own philosophies of practice. This focus is the purpose of the following action research study.

**Method**

The purpose of action research is the improvement of teachers’ own instruction, their understanding of practice and its relation to the environment in which they live (Torbert, 2006). Heron and Reason (2006) state that in action research “the primary procedure to use is inquiry cycles, moving several times between reflection and action” (p. 145). The focus is on inquiry, which is transformative in nature so that participants can learn to change the way they relate to the world by becoming more aware of aesthetic and expressive forms.

This study focused upon work with a teaching artist from The Lincoln Center Institute (LCI) who partners with educators from Pre-K up into the 12th grade. LCI bases its principles on the teachings of Maxine Greene (Lincoln Center Institute, 2005), LCI’s philosopher in residence, to cultivate the imagination. Greene believes that it is through literature and the arts that the complete range of human experience can be attained. She views aesthetics as the study and making of art, sees its relation to culture and its perception in the eye of the observer. Greene encourages educators to imagine alternative ways of being, and to stretch their thinking to include ways that things could be or might become. Works of art should be viewed as multi-layered with students noticing new possibilities and stored meanings between what was expressed and what has yet to be discovered.
This action research project used the framework of Maxine Greene’s writing to incorporate aesthetics into the training protocol for teachers of ELs. Greene believes that education teaches others to explore concepts about themselves and the world in which they live so that they may embrace ambiguity and question experiences (Shaw & Rozycki, 2007). For this reason we selected a collection of photographs by Mary Whalen called Household Artifacts (see www.marywhalen.com/MW_DreamWeaver/marywhalen_biology.html), as the aesthetic guiding point for our mission and vision. Household Artifacts consists of a portfolio of black and white images of family possessions from the past three generations, including such items as a set of pearls, a turn of the century telephone, and a doll. Some of the images show signs of use, others were treasured possessions, and still others show signs of neglect. All photographs were open to interpretation and featured some aspects of ambiguity. The intent was to incorporate these photographs within the working curriculum of English as a second language (ESL) teachers, and inspire them to not only learn to appreciate the medium under study, but to weave a form of the arts into their own class instruction. Consequently our research question evolved into the following: How can aesthetic education, as seen through the photographs of Mary Whalen, enrich teaching practices of language acquisition for English learners?

The Participants

This action research study began in my university teaching class and was carried out to completion in the classrooms of the teacher participants with their EL students. Twenty three public school teachers who were seeking English as a Second Language (ESL) certification participated in the project. All twenty three participants were female; sixteen had masters’ degrees, two were international students, and seven were currently registered in the school’s Master’s Program. Twenty one of the teaching participants were already working in some field within the area of education.

Procedure

The framework for the class visit by the LCI artist into my university classroom was guided by the work of Torbert (2006), along with Heron and Reason’s four different ways of knowing through the lens of aesthetics (2006), both seen below in four stages:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Torbert, 2006</th>
<th>Heron and Reason, 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experiential Knowing: Achieved through face to face encounters, using empathy, significance and character as relevant markers.</td>
<td>Visioning: attention to the inquiry, purpose and mission throughout the aesthetic experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Propositional Knowing: Learning about something by way of ideas, expressed through explanatory declarations.</td>
<td>Strategizing: An area where dreams and passion predominate, and the guiding question is what if?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Presentational Knowing: Attained through the use of expressive forms of aesthetics, such as drama, movement, story and dance.</td>
<td>Performance: Combining the aesthetic, sensual and practical aspects into a visual re-enactment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Practical Knowing: Understanding how to accomplish something and make it meaningful through an ability or skill.</td>
<td>Assessment: The measurement of the performance and its effects and relation to the outside world.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In preparation for the upcoming visit with the teaching artist, a reading selection, *Art and Imagination* (Greene, 1995), was read by the class at home before the workshop. This piece would set the stage for the teacher participants to think about the descriptive process when viewing a work of art, and to carefully consider what they observe before making a judgment.

On the day of the visit to my university class, the teaching artist from LCI began with the visioning phase, using experiential knowing, by placing the black and white photographs from Mary Whalen’s collection around the room. The teacher participants, who were divided into five groups, were asked to select five different photographs based upon specific criteria that would encourage conversation, such as a photograph that

- makes you want to talk about it
- is controversial
- invokes memory
- suggests ambiguity
- promotes conversation about the world of photography

The following five photographs, all black and white laminates, were chosen and given out, one to each group:

- A white winding staircase in a dark house
• A face, half of which was blurred and seemed to be running off the page
• Sparkling white pearls, laid in an oval shape against a black velvet background
• A porcelain mask of a face without eyes, against a black background
• The face of a little girl’s doll, broken on one side, white against a dark backdrop.

During the next phase, strategizing or propositional knowing, the participants were asked to describe everything they noticed about their assigned photograph, with the caution that they were to refrain from interpreting what they saw. Next they were to free associate using the image of the photograph they had been given, and create a web of these connections. The groups were encouraged to think of different curricular areas, personal memories, books read, songs heard, and expand from there as far as possible. The members then used their assigned photograph and one of the associations from the created web to write brief narratives, each of which was shared with the other members. Following this, each group chose one member’s narrative and together presented it to the whole class as a performance, a dance or song. By doing this, the teacher participants were able to transform what was written on paper to a performance based genre centered upon an idea generated from the photograph. This phase corresponded to the performance component of the framework whereby all aspects of the aesthetics, sensual and practical associations were combined together in a novel creation.

At the end of the class, the teacher participants were animated, energized and buzzing with excitement, ready for the assessment phase. Their study of a work of art that had started with a brainstorming session was transformed into a writing piece and finally culminated in a performance. To transfer their learning and make it relevant to their practices, we then reviewed the article read in preparation for this class, and reflected on one part of the reading that was particularly meaningful. We related the reading selection to the photo each group had studied or to the performance enacted, making connections to our work as teachers of ELs. How would this protocol be followed to make the ESL curriculum come alive for students and ensure progress in the language skills necessary for English proficiency?
Results

While participating in the study, the teachers commented that they found the activities stimulating and worthwhile. Some of the reactions included “I feel that if I had done the word web and writing alone, I would not have had the range of ideas and thought processes that were developed as when I had gone through them in a small group session.” Another wrote “Any time that you bring a form of art into the classroom, it allows for open communication and interaction. The photographs of Mary Whalen are perfect for this activity as they bring out concepts of ambiguity and vagueness-great techniques for building vocabulary for ELs.” A third participant said “I realized that it is not the photograph that carries the meaning, but it is the viewer that makes it come alive. A picture can have many meanings and portray many different stories.” The photographs and resulting activities sparked the participants’ imaginations and enlightened their thinking about art and aesthetic instruction.

When interviewed about integrating these activities into their ESL curriculum, most teacher participants felt it was an excellent way to stimulate conversation, vocabulary building, and encourage students to share stories with each other. One teacher made the connection between group work and EL’s confidence, saying “…going through a thought process as a group will make ELs feel less self conscious about their language skills…” Another said that due to the different backgrounds and cultures from which her students came, each had a different perception of the picture they were viewing. An additional teacher commented “these pictures made me think deeply about integrating art in my work and the photos of Mary Whalen are a perfect segue.” By listening to the participants’ comments, it was apparent that the enthusiasm and energy they experienced would be brought back to their classrooms.

As a culminating activity, the five groups planned thematic units for different language proficiencies and age levels. Since ELs enter the school system with different abilities and backgrounds, the task had to be differentiated to meet the needs of this diverse student population. Each group had a specific ESL lens on which to focus their project and guide the purpose of their instruction: beginning ELs, intermediate ELs, advanced ELs, and SIFE (students with interrupted formal education).
Each team of teacher participants tackled the challenge in a different way. The group assigned to focus upon intermediate ELs wrote lessons in which their students would brainstorm characteristics they saw within their photograph. Following this, the students would develop synonyms to incorporate within their writing. Another group, the teacher participants planning work for advanced ELs, had been given the picture of a mask without eyes. After reflecting on this photograph, they developed a Social Studies unit in which their students would research different ceremonies that used masks. Their students would then reflect on the functions of masks and write about the feelings that might be evoked.

The other groups each focused on the specific characteristics for the areas of need for their EL students. The teacher participants designing material for SIFE students were aware that their lessons must be differentiated due to the varied English proficiency levels of this group of students. They believed that their group’s picture of a doll with a broken face might lead to conversations about what to do with broken or unwanted household items, resulting in lessons on recycling for a science unit. Teacher participants preparing for the beginning ELs had been assigned the picture of a face, half of which was unfocused, with the image appearing to spill from the center. By studying the picture, they planned to design a unit on change and transformation. This theme would be carried across the different curriculum areas of science, social studies and math. Those students new to the country or unable to write would be encouraged to draw or write in their native language.

Teachers were contacted a month later to ascertain if they were able to incorporate features of aesthetic education into their daily curriculum for English learners. One of the participants, Maria M., said her class had been learning how to describe character, setting and plot during their language arts class. Her first graders were studying Romare Bearden, an artist who displayed aspects of his life through collages. She showed the class one of Bearden’s collages, which portrayed two boys swimming. Together they generated a list of action verbs based on their observations, along with a list of words which coincided with the setting. The students acted out the action words describing some of the concepts they had studied. As a culminating activity, the students thought of one event that happened to them and created a collage. They read each collage as a story, including setting, action and character.
Elena C. asked her students to research different types of art from their culture and bring a printed picture of it to class. Students were asked to brainstorm ideas their pictures brought to mind. Following this, they wrote a paragraph about their feelings based upon these new vocabulary words. Elizabeth F., in her class of beginning ELs, brought postcards of paintings by well-known artists to class. After dividing students in pairs, one child in each pair selected a card (which was not shown to the partner), observed it, and took notes on it for three minutes. This first partner then described the picture to his partner, using as many descriptive words as possible. The second partner attempted to draw the picture by listening carefully, with the first child giving directions. The partners then switched roles, with each describing a painting for the other to draw. After comparing and admiring each other’s work, students wrote a detailed description of the scene in the picture, which was reenacted as a performance for groups of classmates.

Other teachers commented on the action reaction project and its relevance to instruction in their classrooms: “Art making in my class has leveled the playing field, especially for my students who are second language learners and finding it challenging to learn English.” Another teacher felt that “implementing this in my class has permitted many of my students, who normally do not excel in academics, to show pride in their abilities.” Many participants wrote that by using the photos with their classes, they discovered that students can demonstrate their understanding of ideas and concepts in different and non-traditional ways.

Discussion

The following four step protocol (Torbert, 2006; Heron & Reason, 2006) defining action research in this project was carried out in my university class and replicated by teachers in their own classrooms with ELs:

1. Visioning/Experiential Knowing was explored as the teacher participants brainstormed and captured essential thoughts about their photos in the university setting. In their classrooms, students generated action verbs based upon the collages and thought of ideas the pictures brought to mind.

2. Strategizing/Propositional Knowing was seen in the study as the teacher participants described everything they noticed about their photographs, focusing on ambiguity and going as far from the
concrete details as possible. In their classrooms, the teachers replicated this step by asking their students to think about the photos and pictures displayed and come up with words to describe them. Another teacher asked her students to take notes on the picture displayed, which were then used in writing.

3. Performance/Presentational Knowing was enacted in the university setting as the teacher participants wrote narratives based upon their created web and shared it with their group. The teachers also created performances based upon their writing, bringing words to life originally generated from the photos. In their classes, the process was carried out according to each teacher’s interpretation of the protocol relevant to their instruction. In one class, a student drew while listening to another student’s description, creating shapes and figures based upon words read aloud. In another teacher’s class, the students acted out the words they had produced after studying a collage, bringing words to life generated from a picture.

4. Assessment/Practical Knowing was created as the teacher participants designed units for their own classrooms based upon the photos studied and aligned them to their curriculum. Additionally, the teachers reflected upon their experiences, and shared ideas through the design of aesthetic education units (see example in Table 1). The curricular products developed were analyzed using Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, Domain 1e: Designing coherent instruction (New York State Department of Education, 2011). Emerging themes aligned to the rubric included engagement in high-level cognitive activities, differentiation for proficiency levels, and clear unit structure to address diverse student needs.

These practices are corroborated by research conducted by Latta and Chan (2011) which suggests teachers’ practices will be more relevant to ELs through the creation of art first, followed by a language arts activity, as opposed to the customary way of using art after a reading or writing experience. Reading and writing based on the arts serves to build content, visual thinking, and access to prior schema, all essential for ELs to make meaning (Andrzejczak et al., 2005; Grauer, 2005) and consequently, assist in academic performance (Anheim, 1990; Eubanks, 2002; Platt, 1997; Sleicher & Reid, 2004). In this research study, the protocol followed in the university class and reproduced in teachers’ own classrooms, was built upon action research based on an aesthetic focus (Heron & Reason, 2006; Latta & Chan, 2011;
Torbert, 2006). But it was students’ own exposure to the arts experience as an end to itself (Seidel et al, 2009) that enabled teachers to excite, inspire and challenge ELs to become enthused about their own learning.

The classrooms of the teachers taking part in this project may have been the first educational environment in which their newly arrived students felt comfortable enough to participate fully (Eubanks, 2002). By designing the classroom itself to support dialogue between teachers and students, and between the students themselves, the arts based classroom can provide a level playing field for those who come from different academic and language backgrounds. If the native language of ELs is viewed as an obstacle in traditional education, during instruction for ELs based upon authentic art, language is perceived differently. Integrated arts instruction encourages students to utilize alternate modes of expression, resulting in a growth in their expressive abilities. Consequently, a work of art can become an excellent vehicle to not only develop an appreciation of aesthetics, but to acquire academic language, a basic component of the rich content vocabulary needed for language acquisition and continued growth. As a result of participating in this action research, the teachers reported that they learned how to integrate arts and aesthetics into curricular units for ELs, while continuing to address their linguistic needs to ensure language progress.

Implications for English learners

As seen by the experiences of the teacher participants in this class, teachers of English learners can create aesthetic education units for their EL students based upon a work of art, in this case, a photographic collection by the artist, Mary Whalen. As a result of their encounter with arts and aesthetics, students were able to make new formations, and change their ways of thinking (Greene, 2001). Many forms of aesthetic art can be incorporated into the ESL curriculum to not only allow ELs to engage fully within the curriculum, but to enable all students to see the beauty and relevance of art in everyday life (Spina, 2006). Many states, through the implementation of the Common Core Standards (2011), are moving towards using aesthetic art to help students fine tune the practice of close observation and deep noticings to understand the relevance of art modules in all classes (Coleman, 2011). Be it a photograph, a painting or a performance, skills needed for English acquisition such as vocabulary study and language
focus can be integrated within an aesthetic unit in the content area (Table 1). Teaching through aesthetic units in an integrated arts setting accommodates ELs as they are learning, because comprehension is supported by the context, and is not solely dependent on linguistic clues.

As teachers design aesthetic education units for ELs, they can make use of all content areas to integrate the work of art, which can be used as a springboard to teach English skills. Since ELs are in all content classes, subject areas can be used as vehicles to teach language (Murphy, 2009). The same holds true for aesthetic education. Aesthetics can be used to inspire EL students so that they are discovering art, developing their abilities to observe, and learning about content while acquiring English. It is up to educators to challenge students to wonder about the world and spark their curiosity to want to continue their learning journey. By designing aesthetic education units, works of art can be used to evoke inquiry and wonder, and encourage EL students to make meaning of the work under study, thus enabling teachers to motivate them to achieve, and reach their full potential.
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